ACROSS
7 Sad, unhappy (9)
8 Hurl (5)
10 Late meal (6)
11 Wall hanging (8)
12 Rely (6)
14 Result, consequence (6)
16 Daring (4)
17 Shut (5)
18 Epic tale (4)
19 Black suit at cards (6)
21 Small (6)
24 Monarch's daughter (8)
26 Cooking instructions (6)
27 Bet (5)
28 Chemical element, symbol K (9)

DOWN
1 Start bidding and turn up American fake (5)
2 Gradually introduce start of funeral following epitaph? Indeed (4-4)
3 Turn suddenly and veer off after spinning wheels, initially (6)
4 It's almost because of this pair (4)
5 Proposition the female relative (6)
6 Bread endlessly hunted for outside our neighbourhood, ultimately (9)
9 Smart computers Tom lost stupidly (6)
13 Comic turn had gone first (5)
15 Physical expression of amazement at amended parole (9)
17 Spoil company with second place (6)
18 Only thus brought up my bad language (8)
20 US city in golden Vermont (6)
22 Menace that gets about inside (6)
23 Drug for surgery one gets with little hesitation (5)
25 Film with no time to chase away (4)